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A finite graph F is a detachment of a finite graph G if G can be obtained from F 
by partitioning V(F) into disjoint sets S,, . . . . S, and identifying the vertices in S, to 
form a single vertex LYE for i = 1, . . . . n. Thus E(F) = E(G) and an edge which joins an 
element of Si to an element of S, in F will join c(, to 01, in G. If L is a subset of E(G) 
then G(L) denotes the subgraph of G such that V(G(L)) = V(G), E(G(L)) = L. We 
call a graph a/most regular if there is an integer d such that every vertex has valency 
d or d+ 1. Suppose that E(G) is partitioned into disjoint sets E,. . . . . E,. Hilton [3] 
found necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a detachment F of G 
such that F is a complete graph with 2r + 1 vertices and F(E,) is a Hamilton circuit 
of F for i= 1, . . . . r. We give a new proof of Hilton’s theorem, which also yields a 
generalisation. Specifically, for any q E {0, 1, . . . . r}, we find necessary and sufficient 
conditions for G to have a detachment F without loops or multiple edges such that 
F(E,), .,., F(E,) are almost regular and F(E,), _.., F(E,) are 2-edge-connected and 
each vertex 5 of G arises by identification from a prescribed number g(t) of vertices 
of F. 0 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTR~DUCTI~N 
Informally speaking, a detachment of a finite graph G (possibly with 
loops and multiple edges) is a graph F obtained from G by splitting each 
vertex into one or more vertices. Thus F has the same edges as G, and if an 
edge /z joins a vertex 5 to a vertex y in G then, in F, 2 will join one of the 
vertices resulting from splitting 5 to one of the vertices resulting from 
splitting ye. If F is a detachment of G then G is said to be an amalgamation 
of F. Thus an amalgamation G of F is obtained by partitioning V(F) into 
non-empty subsets and identifying the vertices in each of these subsets to 
form a single vertex of G. 
Since two graphs F, G related in the above manner have the same edges, 
colouring the edges of one of them is the same thing as colouring the edges 
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of the other. Hence a detachment or amalgamation of a graph with 
coloured edges is a graph with coloured edges. 
The author’s papers [IS, 61 contain results about detachments of graphs 
which may be loosely related to those of the present paper. In particular, a 
graph G has a closed Euler trail if and only if some detachment of G is a 
circuit. Therefore the elementary theorem characterising graphs which have 
closed Euler trails can be regarded as a theorem about detachments and, 
viewing it in this way, two different generalisations of this theorem were 
obtained in [6]. We shall here derive yet another generalisation of this 
theorem from the main results of the present paper. Key ideas from [S, 61 
and the present paper are summarised in [7]. 
Let us say that a graph is r-edge-coloured if its edges are coloured with r 
colours, and let an r-edge-coloured graph be called Hamiltonian if the edges 
of each colour are the edges of a Hamilton circuit. Hilton [3] characterised 
those r-edge-coloured graphs which are amalgamations of Hamiltonian 
r-edge-coloured complete graphs with 2r + 1 vertices. A pleasing corollary 
of this theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition. for an r-edge- 
coloured complete graph with fewer than 2r + 1 vertices to be part of some 
Hamiltonian r-edge-coloured complete graph with 2r + 1 vertices. 
(Amalgamations of Hamiltonian edge-coloured complete multipartite 
graphs have been similarly studied by Hilton and Kodger [4].) Different 
proofs of Hilton’s theorem about amalgamations of edge-coloured com- 
plete graphs may be of interest since they may help to generalise the 
theorem in different ways. This paper presents a proof based on an 
“integer-making lemma” like those of Baranyai [l, 21. As in [l], the 
required “integer-making lemma” will be derived from network flow 
theory, an idea attributed by Baranyai Cl] to L. Lovasz. We shall see that 
this approach yields not only a new proof but also a substantial 
generalisation of Hilton’s theorem. 
2. MORE PRECISE DEFINITIONS AND FURTHER DESCRIPTION 
OF THE MAIN RESULT 
In this paper, R denotes the set of real numbers and N denotes the set of 
positive integers. The letter r will always denote a positive integer. Iffis a 
function from a set X into R and S is a finite subset of X then f. S will 
denote C,, sf(x). If f: X+ Y is a function and y E Y then f - ‘(JJ) will 
denote the set {x~ Xf(x) = JJ}. If t, u are real numbers then Lul, rul 
denote the integers such that u - 1~ LU J d u < ru] < u + 1, and t z u will 
mean that Lu] < t 6 ru]. We observe that the relation z is transitive (but 
not symmetric) and that if t z u and n is a positive integer then t/n z u/n: 
these properties of z will be used without further explanation when 
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required. If f, g are functions from a set X into LQ then f z g will mean that 
f(x) ~g(x) for every x E X If t E R, a t-subset of a set X is a finite subset S 
of X such that /S/ z t, i.e., ISI = L t J or ISI = rtl; and a ( 3 t)-subset of x is 
a subset S of X such that /S/ 3 t. 
For the purposes of this paper, a graph G is an ordered quintuple 
(V(G), E(G), H(G), @, Y) where V(G), E(G), H(G) are disjoint finite sets 
and @: H(G) + V(G), Y H(G) -+ E(G) are functions and 1 !?‘(~)I = 2 for 
each 1 E E(G). Elements of V(G), E(G), H(G) are vertices, edges, and hinges 
of G, respectively. A vertex 5 and hinge E of G will be said to be incident 
with each other if Q(E) = 4. An edge 1 and hinge E of G will be said to be 
incident with each other if Y(E) =A. A hinge E will be said to attach the 
edge Y(F) to the vertex Q(E). If AEE(G) then I Y-‘(,?)I = 2 and so 1, is 
incident with exactly two hinges E, E’: the edge I will be said to join the (not 
necessarily distinct) vertices Q(E), @(E’). Thus a graph, in the sense of our 
definition, is essentially the same thing as a finite graph (possibly with 
loops and multiple edges) as usually defined, but for convenience, we 
imagine each edge of a graph to be attached to the vertices which it joins 
by intermediate objects called hinges. At the price of this complication in 
the definition of a graph, some other concepts in this paper can be 
formulated more simply. 
The letters F, G will always denote graphs. The set of hinges of G which 
are incident with a vertex or edge w will be denoted by H(G, 0). Thus if 
o E&(G) then H(G, o)= Y-‘(o) and IH(G, w)l = 2. If WE V(G) then 
H(G, cc))= C’(w) and IH(G, o)l is the valency v(w) of w. If S is a subset 
of V(G) or E(G) then H(G, S) will denote the set of those hinges of G 
which are incident with an element of S. If XE V(G) and L c E(G) then 
H(G, X, L) will denote H(G, X) n H(G, L). If 5 E V(G) and L E E(G) then 
H(G, r, L) will denote H(G, (t}, L). 
Although, we have given a new meaning to the word “graph,” each 
“graph” in our new sense is associated with a (finite) “graph” (possibly 
with loops and multiple edges) in the usual sense, the latter “graph” being 
obtained from the former by discarding hinges. Thus we need not re-define 
all standard graph-theoretic terminology: it will simply be understood, 
for example, that a “graph,” in our new sense, is connected if the 
“graph” obtained from it by discarding hinges is “connected” in the usual 
sense, and so forth. We mention only that a subgraph of a graph 
G = (V(G), E(G), H(G), @, Y) is understood to be a graph J = 
(V(J), E(J), H(J), @‘, Y’) such that V(J) L V(G), E(J) c E(G), H(J) = 
H(G, E(J)), and @‘, Y’ are the restrictions of @, Y, respectively, to the set 
H(J). If J is a subgraph of G, we shall say that G is a supergraph of J. 
If F= (V(F), E(F), H(F), 0, Y) is a graph and p is a function from 
V(F) onto a set W then we shall say that the graph G = 
( W, E(F), H(F), p 3 0, Y) is an amalgamation of F and that F is a 
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detachment of G and that the function p is a coalescence of F onto G. Thus 
F and G have the same edges and hinges, and (informally speaking) each 
vertex < of G is obtained by identifying those vertices of F which belong to 
the set p-‘(t). In this process, a hinge incident with a vertex CT and edge /1 
in F becomes incident with the vertex p(a) and the edge L in G. 
Our definition implies that F is a detachment of G iff there exists at least 
one coalescence of F onto G; but there may be more than one, because in 
general (given the graphs F, G) the requirement that p be a coalescence of 
F onto G does not uniquely determine the images under p of isolated (i.e., 
0-valent) vertices of F. If g is a function from V(G) into N and if there 
exists a coalescence p of F onto G such that lp-‘(t)l =g(l) for every 
5 E Y(G), we shall say that F is a g-detachment of G. Informally speaking, a 
g-detachment of G is obtained by splitting each < E V(G) into g( t ) vertices. 
If L is a subset of E(G), then G(L) will denote the subgraph of G such 
that V(G(L)) = V(G), E(G(L)) = L, and v(<, L) will denote the valency in 
G(L) of a vertex t. If X, Y are subsets of P’(G), then XVY will denote the 
set of all edges of G which join an element of X to an element of Y, and X6 
will denote XV( I/(G)\X). If 4, ye E V(G) then {Vy means {l)V(yl). The 
graph G is k-edge-connected if IX61 3 k for every non-empty proper subset 
X of V(G). If XE V(G) and 1x61 = 1, the sole element of X6 will be called a 
bridge of G. 
A graph G will be said to be (i) non-trivial if it has at least one edge, 
(ii) non-empty if it has at least one vertex, (iii) simple if it has no loops or 
multiple edges, (iv) complete it it is simple and every two distinct vertices 
are adjacent, (v) n-complete if it is complete and I V(G)1 = n, (vi) almost 
regular if there is an integer d such that v(t) E (d, d+ 1 > for every 5 E V(G), 
(vii) g-almost-regular (where g is a function from v(G) into N) if there 
exists an integer d such that d 6 v(r)/g(<) d d+ 1 for every [ E V(G). An 
r-edge-colouring of G is an ordered r-tuple (E, , . . . . E,) of subsets of E(G) 
such that each edge of G belongs to exactly one of these sets. An r-edge- 
colouring (E,, . . . . E,) of G will be called (i) Hamiltonian if G(E,) is a 
Hamilton circuit of G for i= 1, . . . . r, (ii) almost regular if G(E,) is almost 
regular for i = 1, . . . . r, (iii) q-admissible (where q E (0, 1, . . . . r}) if G(E,) is 
2-edge-connected for i= 1, . . . . q. The restriction of (E,, . . . . E,) to a subgraph 
J of G is the r-edge-colouring (E, n E(J), . . . . E,n E(J)) of .J. 
If F is a detachment of G then E(F) = E(G) and consequently an 
r-edge-colouring of F is the same thing as an r-edge-colouring of G. On 
the other hand, a Hamiitonian r-edge-colouring of F is not in general 
the same thing as a Hamiltonian r-edge-colouring of G, i.e., the term 
“Hamiltonian,” applied to an ordered r-tuple (E, , . . . . E,) of disjoint finite 
sets, must be interpreted with reference to some particular graph whose set 
of edges is E, v . . . u E,. A similar remark applies to almost regular and 
to q-admissible r-edge-colourings. 
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Hilton [3] found necessary and sufficient conditions for an r-edge- 
colouring of a graph G to be a Hamiltonian r-edge-colouring of some 
(2r + l)-complete detachment of G. Using the method mentioned in 
Section 1, we shall determine necessary and sufficient conditions on G, 
(E, , . . . . E,), q, g for an r-edge-colouring (E, , . . . . E,) of G to be a q-ad- 
missible almost regular r-edge-colouring of some simple g-detachment of G. 
In case g(5) = v(l)/2r for each <E V(G) and IE(G)I = r(2r + 1) and q= r, 
this amounts to determining conditions for (E,, . . . . E,) to be a Hamiltonian 
r-edge-colouring of some (2r + 1)-complete detachment of G, and so we 
have generalised Hilton’s theorem. 
3. AN APPLICATION OF NETWORK FLOWS 
The essential idea of this section is the same as that of [ 1, pp. 98-1001, 
but we shall give a self-contained exposition in a form appropriate for the 
purposes of this paper. 
Notation and definitions. When it is necessary to indicate the graph in 
which graph-theoretic notation is to be interpreted, this will be done by 
means of subscripts: for example, if 5 is a common vertex of two graphs I 
and J then ~~(0 denotes the valency of t in 1 and ~~(4) denotes its valency 
in J. However, when two or more graphs are under consideration and one 
of them is denoted by the symbol G, we make the convention that all 
graph-theoretic notation is to be interpreted in G unless the contrary is 
indicated. For example, if t is a common vertex of two graphs F and G 
then ~(5) means vc(<) and not ~~(5). 
A circulation in a graph G is a function f: H(G) + R such that 
(Cl) f. H(G, 5) = 0 for each t E V(G), 
(C2) f. H(G, A) = 0 for each 2 E E(G). 
If an edge 3, is attached by hinges E, E’ to vertices r, <‘, respectively, then 
(C2) says that f(.s’) = --f(s). Intuitively, if one imagines 1 to be (say) a 
pipe carrying water, f(s) could be thought of as the rate at which water is 
flowing out of 4 along 1, and (C2) says that this is equal to the’rate at 
which it is flowing into 5’ along 1, i.e., there is no net leakage of water out 
of or into the “pipe” 2. Likewise (Cl) states that the net flow out of each 
vertex is 0, i.e., there is no leakage of water out of or into the graph at any 
vertex. Thus a circulation is a flow without sources or sinks. A circulationf 
in G is said to be integral on a hinge E iff(s) is an integer, and f is said to 
be integral if it is integral on all hinges of G. 
If XE I’(G) and L z E(G) and f is a circulation in G, then f. H( G, X, L) 
is intuitively the total amount of current flowing out of vertices in X along 
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edges in L. We observe that f. H(G, A’) = 0 by (Cl ) and f. H(G, XVX) = 0 
by (C2) and consequently 
f.H(G, X, XS)=f.H(G, X)-f.H(G, XVX)=Q, (1) 
which intuitively expresses the fact that, since there is no leakage of current 
into or out of the graph, the net flow from X to V(G)\X must be 0. If 
{E P’(G) and do (t> 6 thenf[<, %] will mean f(z), where E is the unique 
hinge which attaches ;1. to E. Thus a circulation fin a loopless graph G can 
be specified by specifying f[c, A] for each incident pair 5 E I/(G), i, E E(G). 
LEMMA 1. If f is a circulation in G then there exists an integral 
circulation g in G such that g z f: 
ProoJ: Select a circulation g in G such that g z f and g is integral on as 
many hinges of G as possible. Let N be the set of hinges on which g is not 
integral. By (C2), each edge is incident with 0 or 2 elements of N and so 
H(S) = N for some subgraph S of G. If S contained a circuit C, then g 
could be transformed into a circulation g’ z f which is irntegral on more 
hinges by increasing or decreasing (as appropriate) g(E), for each E E H(C), 
by min,, H(C) (g(E) - Lg(E) _I). Therefore S contains no circuit, and by (Cl ) 
it has no 1-valent vertex. Therefore E(S) = @ and consequently N= @, 
which proves the lemma. 
DEFINITIONS. In this paper, a set of sets may (for the sake of a more 
distinctive name) be called a fat&y of sets. A family F of sets is laminar 
if, for every pair S, S’ of sets belonging to F, one of the statements 
SGS’, S&S, SnS’=@ is true. 
LEMMA 2. Zf 9, 9 are two laminar families of subsets of a jkite set S 
and n is a positive integer then there exists a subset A of S such that 
/A n PI zz j PI/n for every P E F u 9. 
Proof The lemma is trivially true if S = @, and so we shall assume that 
S# 0. Let F be the family whose members are all the non-empty sets 
which belong to 9, the set S, and all the l-subsets of S. Then clearly 5 is 
also laminar. Therefore, for each P E $\{ S}, there is a smallest member 
r(P) of 5 which properly contains P. Similarly, let 9 be the laminar 
family (%\{a))~ (S) u ((s}:s~S) and, for each QE~\(S), let d(Q) be 
the smallest member of 9 which properly contains Q. Let (Ed: PE p->, 
{iWP: PEF\{S)}, {/z!~: QE~}, {I~: QE~\(S}> be four disjoint sets 
whose members are in one-to-one correspondence with the members 
of F-, F\{ S}, 9, S\{S}, respectively. Then we can clearly construct trees 
T, U such that V(T)={%,: PEG:->, E(T~=(;~,:PE$\{S)}, Y(U)= 
582bf43/3-6 
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{/3,: QE~}, E(U)= (pp: QE~\(S)}, and AP joins clP to 04,~~) in T for 
each PE@\{S} and pQ joins pg to /Id(e) in Ufor each QES\{S}. Let G 
be a graph obtained from TV U by adding an edge o joining CL~ to ps and 
an edge v, joining czisl to PI,; for each s E S (together with the necessary 
hinges incident with these edges). 
It is easily seen that, for each P’ E g such that /P’I > 1, the sets PE 9 
such that I-(P) = P’ constitute a partition of P’, and a similar remark 
applies to sets Q’ E 9 such that 1 Q’i > 1. Therefore a circulation fin G can 
be defined by letting 
fC~P, API = -fb,(P)> J”Pl = IWn for each PEF\{S}, 
fCLQ,, PQI = -fCPe> PQI = lQl/n for each Q E g\(S}, 
fCB{s]> vsl= -fCq+ vsl = l/n for each s E S, 
f C%, 01 = -fCBs, WI = ISl/n. 
By Lemma 1, there exists an integral circulation g in G such that g%$ 
Then sCPlsi~ v, ] E (0, I> for each s E S. Let A = {s E S: g[fl{,, , v,] = 1 }. If 
P E F-, let X, be the set of all vertices aR corresponding to sets R E F such 
that REP. If PEF-, then either P= a, in which case obviously 
IA n PI z jPl/rz, or PE,~-, in which case, by (C2) and (l), 
IA n PI = C gCBi.si, 4 = - C gCai+ ~~1 
3tP SGP 
=gca,> J-PI -g WG, Xp, X, 6) 
=gca,> J”P1 ~fC~P> J”Pl= IPI/ 
where Jbp means o if P = S. A similar argument shows that IA n Qi z lQl/n 
for each Q E 3. 
4. LEMMAS CONCERNING DETACHMENTS OBTAINED BY 
SPLITTING ONE VERTEX ONLY 
In the following definitions, let x denote a vertex of G. If G is connected 
and has two non-trivial subgraphs 1, J such that I u J= G, V(Zn J) = {a>, 
E(In J) = lz, then we shall call r a cut-vertex of G. If G is connected and a 
is not a cut-vertex of G, then CY will be called a no!z-czlt vertex of G. A non- 
trivial connected subgraph W of G is a cc-wing of G if c( is a non-cut vertex 
of W and no edge in E(G)\ E( W) is incident with a vertex in I’( W)\(a}. 
(Thus, if G is connected, then an a-wing of G consists either of CI and a loop 
incident with IX or of M and a component of G--cc and the edges joining CI to 
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vertices of that component-with the necessary hinges added in each case. 
If G is disconnected, its a-wings are the a-wings of the component of G 
which includes K) The set of all a-wings of G will be denoted by WE(G). We 
remark that -W^,(G) = {G) if G . is non-trivial and connected CI is not a cut- 
vertex of G. If F is a graph such that V(G)\(a) E V(F) and if the function 
p: V(F) --f V(G) given by 
‘(‘)= aforeverytEV(F)\(V(G)\{cr}) i 
5 for every 5 E V(G)\(a) 
is a coalescence of F onto G, then F will be called an u-detachment of G. An 
a-detachment F of G in which each element of V(F)\( V(G)\(u)) has 
valency 1 will be called a total u-detachment of G. Thus an a-detachment of 
G is obtained from G by splitting CI into one or more vertices, and, in a 
total a-detachment of G, we split a into V(E) vertices each of which is 
incident, in the resulting graph, with just one of the u(a) hinges originally 
incident with CI in G. Let T be a total a-detachment of G: then a subset B of 
H(G, U) will be said to be (G, a)-bridge-induced if B = H( T, X) n H(G, a) 
for some subset X of V(T) such that jX6.I = 1. 
LEMMA 3. if a E V(G) and D is an u-detachment of G and W is an a-wing 
of G and X is a subset of V(D) such that IX?, n E( W)l = 1 then 
H(D, X) n H( W, a) is ( W, a)-bridge-induced. 
ProoJ Let T be a total a-detachment of W. Let Y be the set of vertices 
of T which are T-incident with elements of H(D, X) n N( W, CI) and let 
X’=(Xn(V(W)\{u}))u Y. Th en it is easily seen that a hinge of W belongs 
to H( T, X’) iff it belongs to H(D, X). Therefore an edge of W is T-incident 
with exactly one element of H(T, xl) iff it is D-incident with exactly one 
element of H(D, X). In other words, an edge of W belongs to x’6. iff 
it belongs to EiD,, and so X’ST= X6, n E(W). Therefore IX’6.j = 1, 
and consequently the set H( T, xl) n H( W, u) = H(D, X) n H( W, a) is 
( W, a)-bridge-induced. 
LEMMA 4. Let a be a non-cut vertex of a connected graph G and B, B’ be 
(G, a)-bridge-induced subsets of H(G, a). Then either BE B’ or B’ c B or 
BuB’=H(G,u) or BnB’=iZf. 
Proof. Let T be a total a-detachment of G. Since B, B’ are 
(G, @)-bridge-induced, there exist subsets X, X’ of V(T) such that IX6./ = 
Ix’6,1=1 and B=H(G,cr)nH(T,X), B’=H(G,u)nH(T,X’). Since G is 
connected and a is a non-cut vertex of G, it follows that T is connected. 
From this and the fact that /X6 T1 = \x’6./ = 1, it follows that Xr X’ or 
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X’cXor XuX’= V(T) or XnX’=@, and therefore B&B’ or B’cB or 
BuB’=H(G,a) or BnB’=@. 
LEMMA 5. Let CI be a non-cut vertex of a connected graph G such that 
v(a) > 4, and let D > 2 be a real number. Then there exists a family F of dis- 
joint (>2)-subsets of H(G, a) such that every (G, a)-bridge-induced D-subset 
of H(G, a) contains a member of 9. 
Proof Let 9 be the family of all (G, &)-bridge-induced D-subsets of 
H(G, a). Let A!’ be the family of all minimal members of Y, i.e., all members 
of 4; except (if D $ N) those of cardinality TDl which contain a member of 
9 of cardinality LDJ. It suffices to find a family 9 of disjoint (>a)-subsets 
of H(G, CX) such that each member of A! contains a member of 9. If P, Q 
are distinct members of ~22 then neither can be a subset of the other and SO 
PnQ=@ or PuQ=H(G,cc) (2) 
by Lemma 4. Since lH(G, a)1 = U(CL) 3 4, we can seiect two disjoint 2-sub- 
sets A, B of H(G, rz). If IH(G, a)\? < 1 for every 1~ JR then we can take 
9 = (A, B}. Therefore we can assume that 1 H(G, CX)\I,/ 3 2 for some 
I, E A!. If I, u J= H(G, CX) for every JE -&‘\{l, }, then we can take 
9 = (I,, H(G, &)\Z1}. Therefore we can assume that I, u J, # H(G, CX) for 
some J1 E A?\ {I,}. Suppose, if possible, that there exist also two distinct 
sets I,, J, E A!’ such that Z2 n J2 # a. Then, by (2) I, n J, = @ # I, n J, 
and I, u Jz = H(G, a) #I, u J,, and so, since all members of A! have car- 
dinality LDj or rDl, it follows that 
II,1 = lJ,I = Lo_], 1121 = lJ2l = LD_l+ 1, IH(G, %)I = 2LD] + 1. (3) 
Therefore I, #I, and so, by (2), I, n I, = @ or I, u I, = H(G, CI). Each 
of these alternatives, combined with (3), implies that I, = 
H(G, a)\Iz g J2 # II, contradicting the fact that J, is a minimal member of 
9. Since assuming the existence of distinct sets I,, J,E&’ with non-empty 
intersection leads to this contradiction, it follows that the members of A? 
are disjoint and so we can take F = A&‘. 
5. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 6. Let (E,, . . . . E,) be an r-edge-colouring of a non-trivial graph 
G and g be a function from V(G) into N and qE {O, 1, . . . . r]. Then the 
following are necessary and sufficient conditions for (E,, . . . . E,.) to be a 
q-admissible almost regular r-edge-colouring of some simple g-detachment 
ofG: 
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(Al ) G(E,) is g-almost regular for i = 1, . . . . r; 
(A2) ~(5, Ei) > 2g([) for every 5 E V(G) and every iE (1, . . . . q}; 
(A3) G(E,) is 2-edge-connected for i = 1, . . . . q; 
(A4) IPI G g(t) g(v)f or every pair t, q of distinct vertices of G; 
(A5) 14Vti < (gy))for every 5 E V(G). 
Remark. For the purposes of (AS), and wherever else it may be 
relevant, we interpret (i) as 0. 
6. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
DEFINITIONS. If g is a function from a set S into N and 5, q E S, we 
define g(<, q) to be g(t) g(q) if 5 # r and (gy)) if r = q. We define a triad to 
be an ordered triple (G, g, (E,, . . . . E,)) such that G is a graph, g is a 
function from I’(G) into N, (E,, . . . . E,) is an r-edge-colouring of G and no 
vertex < such that g(t) = 1 is incident with a loop. (This final condition is 
imposed to eliminate certain trivial complications from our arguments.) A 
triad (G, g, (E,, . . . . E,)) will be called (i) expandable if g(t) > 2 for some 
5 E V(G), (ii) jiiZZy expanded if g(r) = 1 for every 5 E V(G), (iii) q-good if 
qE (0, 1, ...’ r} and statements (A2) and (A3) in Theorem 6 are true. The 
order of this triad is 1 V(G)I. A triad (F, f, (E,, ..~, E,)) will be called a fair 
detachment of a triad (G, g, (E,, . . . . E,)) if there exists a coalescence p of F 
onto G such that 
(Dl) g(t) = f .p-‘(0 for every 5 E T/(G), 
032) vF (6 EJf(Q) z v(P(~), Ei)/g(p(e)) for every 8 E V(F) and 
every ie { 1, . . . . r}, 
(D3) IbVF41/Y(Q, 4) = lp(fl) WdMdp(~),p(d)) for every pair 4 4 
of vertices of F such that f (0,4) # 0. 
[If f(e,qS)#O then either e#4 or f(O)>2 and so (Dl) ensures that 
g(p(O), p(d)) # 0.1 In the circumstances of this definition, f(0) > 1 for every 
0 E P’(F) by the definition of a triad: from this and (Dl) it follows that 
IV(F)I<f.V(F)= 1 f.p-‘(t)=g.V(G). 
tt V(G) 
(4) 
A coalescence p of F onto G will be called a fair coalescence of the triad 
(K f, (El 3 . . . . E,)) onto the triad (G, g, (E,, . . . . E,)) if statements (Dl), 
(D2), (D3) are all true. 
LEMMA 7. If (G, g, (E,, . . . . E,)) is an expandable q-good triad, then it 
has a q-good fair detachment whose order exceeds I V(G)I. 
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ProoJ: By hypothesis, statements (A2) and (A3) in Theorem 6 are true 
and we can select a vertex a of G such that g(cx) 3 2. Let Hi= H(G, a, Ei) 
for i = 1, . . . . Y. If U is a subgraph of G and CI E V(U), let H, denote H( U, CL). 
In particular, H, will denote H(G, a). 
Let in { 1, . . . . q} and let Di = ~(a, EJg(cr). Then Di 3 2 by (A2). If (*) a 
has valency greater than g(a) in one a-wing Wi of G(E,) and has valency less 
than g(a) in each of the other a-wings of G(E,), then either (i) Wi is the only 
a-wing of G(E,), in which case uWi(i(a) = ~(a, Ei) 2 2g(a) 3 4 by (A2), or (ii) 
we can choose an a-wing J# Wi of G(E,), in which case 2 < vJ(cl) <g(a) < 
vWj(u) by (A3) and (*), and therefore vWi(a) 34 once again. Therefore, by 
Lemma 5, there exists a family % of disjoint (22)-subsets of H, such that 
every ( Wi, a)-bridge-induced D,-subset of H, contains a member of $. 
For i = 1, . . . . r, let e =giu {H U: UE~~(G(E,))} if i<q and (*) is true, 
andlete={H U: UE $‘JG(E,))} otherwise. Then E is a laminar family 
of subsets of H, for i= 1, . . . . r and therefore 9 = 9r u ... u Fr u 
W r, . . . . H,} is a laminar family of subsets of H,. Let ~9 = {Ht;: 5 E V(G)}, 
where H” = H(G, CI, clV<) for every [ E P’(G). Then, by Lemma 2, there 
exists a subset A of H, such that IA n PI M /PI/g(u) for every P E 9 u ~4’. 
Let /I, y be distinct objects which do not belong to V(G) u E(G) u H(G) 
and let p be the function from (I’(G)\(a})u {/I, y> onto V(G) such 
that p(p) =p(y)=cl and p(t) = 5 for every TV I’(G)\(a). Let F be the 
a-detachment of G such that V(F) = (V(G)\(a)) u {p, y}, H(F, /?) = A, 
H(F, y) = H,\A. (Informally speaking, F is obtained from G by splitting a 
into two vertices 8, y in such a way that hinges which were incident with c( 
in G become incident in F with fl or y according as they do or do not 
belong to A, respectively.) Then p is a coalescence of F onto G. Let f be the 
function from V(F) into N such that f(p) = 1, f(y) =g(a)- 1, f(r) =g(r) 
for every 5 E V(G)\(a). 
If i E { 1, . . . . r} then H,e 9 and so 
v,(P, Ei) = IA n HiI z IHil/‘g(a) = V(G Ei)/‘g(a), (5) 
VF(Y, Ei) = lffil - IA nH,I z lffil - IH<l/g(a) 
= (g(a) - 1) 4% Jwd~). (6) 
If 5E I’(G)\(a) then H<EY? and so 
IBVdl = IA n H”I = lH51/d~) = laV;II/d~), (7) 
lvV&l= IH*I - IAn H51 cz lHrl - IH;l/g(a) 
= @(@-I  lWMd@). (8) 
If 1~ aVa then 1 is the sole edge of an a-wing T of some G(E,) and so 
H(G,L)=H,eg and therefore IA n H(G n)l= IWG ~)l/da) = 
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2/g(a) d 1. Therefore either IA n H(G, A)1 = 1 and consequently i, E /?V,y or 
A n H(G, A) = @ and consequently ;1 E yVFy. Hence 
PVFB = 63, (9) 
IPV,YI = IA n ff”I = IfWg(~) = 2lczW/g(a), (10) 
IYVFYI = I~V~I- IPFPI - IBVFYI 
% laVaI -o- 2lciVal/g(a) 
= (g(a) - 2)l~Wld~). (11) 
Since (G, g, (E,, . . . . E,.)) is a triad it follows that [Vc = @ for every 
5~ V(G) such that g(t)= 1. Moreover tV,l= 5V;l and f(t)=g(t) for 
every l E WJ\{~}, and so the statement 
5V& = @ if f(t)=1 
is true for every (E V(F’)\{p, y}. It is also true for 5 = fl, y by (9) and (ll), 
and so (F, f, (E,, . . . . E,)) is a triad. 
Our definitions of p and f ensure that (Dl) is true. The statement 
uA5, EM-(S) = 4~(5), EJlgMS)) (i’ 1, . ..) Y) (12) 
holds for every t E V(F)\ { p, y } b ecause ~~(5, EJ = dl, Ei) and f(t) =g(t) 
and p(t) = r; and (12) is true for t = p, y by (5) and (6). Therefore (D2) is 
true. The statement 
IiSvdMS, v) = Ip(S)Vp(y)l/g(P(S),p(y)) if f(5, Y) ZO (13) 
holds for 5, rl E W)\{A Y> b ecause 5VFvl = 5Vrl, f(t, v) = g(5, r), ~(5) = t, 
p(q) = q. Moreover, (13) follows from (7) and (8) when exactly one of t, q 
belongs to (fi, y}. Using (IO), we have 
and so (13) holds when (&~}={P,Y}. Iff(y,y)S;O then 2<f(?)= 
g(a) - 1 and therefore (11) implies that 
IbV,yl/(gy ‘) = k(a) -2wl:gq~;- ‘> 
= laVal g(a) 
I( > 2 ’ 
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so that (13) holds for 5 = q = y. It also holds vacuously for < = r~ = & since 
f(P, /?) = 0. Hence (D3) is true, and we have proved that (F, f, (E,, . . . . E,)) 
is a fair detachment of (G, g, (E, , . . . . E,)). 
If S is a subgraph of G and M E V(S), let ?? denote the subgraph of F such 
that E(S) = E(S) and Y(S) is the set of all vertices which are incident in F 
with at least one edge of S. In F, elements of A n H, are incident with p 
and elements of H,\A are incident with y: therefore 
(i) p~V(S)iffAnH,#@, 
(ii) y E V(S) iff H,\A # @. 
Now let iE { 1, . . . . q}. Since Hi E 9 and by (A2), 
IA ~‘i Hil = IHil/g(~) = ~(a, &)/g(a) 3 2. (14) 
Let X be a subset of V(F) such that F E X, I’$ X. If hi is an cc-wing of 
G(E,) then, since lH,I = uU(c() 3 2 by (A3) and IA n H,I z IH,l/g(cc) 
(because H,,E~) and g(a) 3 2, it follows that IA n H,I < IH,l, i.e., 
H,\A # Iz(. If, in addition, A n H, # @ then fl, 1~ both belong to V(U) by 
(i) and (ii). Moreover b EX, y $X by hypothesis; and D is connected 
because i7 is an a-wing of G and F is an a-detachment of G. Therefore 
QI #XhFnE(U)=X6,nE(U). We have thus shown that Xd,nE(U) is 
non-empty for every a-wing U of G(E,) such that A n H, # 0. It follows 
that IX6,n Ejl 3 2 if there are at least two a-wings Ii of G(E,) such that 
A n H, # a. If this is not the case then, since Hi is the union of the sets 
H, ( UE %$(G(E,))), it follows from (14) that A n H, = A n H,, for some 
a-wing W of G(E,) such that IA n H,j 3 2 and !A n H,l =0 for every 
x-wing Uf W of G(E,). Since IA n H,I z jH,l/g(a) (because H,E@) for 
every a-wing U of G(E,), it follows that lHwl >g(x) and lH,l <g(cc) for 
every a-wing Uf W of G(E,), i.e., (*) is true and W= Wi. Since g(a) 3 2 it 
follows that /A nPI = IPI at IPl/g(x) for every (>2)-subset P of A. 
Therefore no (32)-subset of A can belong to F u 2, and so no subset of 
AnH, can belong to 3. Moreover IAnH,\=(AnH,(%Di by (14). 
Therefore A n H, is a D,-subset of H, which contains no member of $, 
and so (since W= W,) the definition of Yi implies that A n H,, is not 
( W, a)-bridge-induced. Since E( W) 5 E(G(E,)) = E, and p E X, y 4 X, it 
follows that 
H(F(E,), X) n H, = H(F, X) n H,= H(F, p) n H,= A n Hw, 
which is not ( W, %)-bridge-induced. Clearly F((E,) is an a-detachment of 
G(E,). Therefore, by Lemma 3 with G, D replaced by G(E,), F(E,), 
1 f lX~,(E,, nE( W)l = lXd,n E( W)j (15) 
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since E( IV) c Ej. From (15) and our observation that X6, n E(U) is non- 
empty for every a-wing U of G(E,) such that A n H, # @, it follows that 
2 < IXd,n E( W)l d IX6,n E,I. 
We have now shown that IX6,n Eil > 2 for every subset X of V(F) such 
that /I E X, y $ X. It follows that jXG,n EJ = I( V(F)\X) 6,n Eil > 2 for 
every subset X of V(F) such that /I $X, y E X. Moreover, if X is a non- 
empty proper subset of V(/(F) which includes both or neither of p, y then 
by (A3). It follows that F(E,) is 2-edge-connected. Furthermore, 
v,(& EJ >2f(t) for every iJ E V(F) by (D2) and (A2); and all these 
remarks hold for i = 1, . . . . q. Therefore (F, f, (E,, . . . . E,)) is q-good. Its order 
/ V(‘(F)I exceeds I V( G)I ; and so Lemma 7 is proved. 
LEMMA 8. If (D, d, (E,, . . . . E,)) is a fair detachment of (F, f, (E,, . . . . E,)) 
and (F,f, (E,, . . . . E,)) is a fair detachment of (G, g, (E,, . . . . E,)) then 
CD, 4 (El > . . . . E,)) is a fair detachment of (G, g, (E,, . . . . E,)). 
Proof: The hypothesis implies that there exist a fair coalescence c of 
(D, d, (E,, . . . . E,)) onto (F, f, (E,, . . . . E,)) and a fair coalescence p of 
(E;f, (E,, . . . . E,)) onto (G, g, (E,, . . . . E,)). Since c and p are fair, it follows 
that, if 5 E V(G), then 
and that, if p E V(D) and i E { 1, . . . . r], then 
and that, if p, G E V(D) and d(p, a) # 0, then 
bV,~lM~, g) = Ic(P) V,~(QM~(PL 4~)) 
= k(O)) WC(~)M(P(~(P))~ P(C(~))). 
From these remarks and the transitivity of E, it follows that the com- 
position po c: V(/(D) + V(G) is a fair coalescence of (D, d, (.E,, . . . . E,)) onto 
(G, g, (El, . . . . E,)), which proves the lemma. 
Our next proposition is given the status of a “theorem” since it is in fact 
more general than Theorem 6. Which of them should be considered our 
“main” theorem may be a matter of taste, but Theorem 6 seems the kind of 
result suggested at first sight by the idea of generalizing Theorem 1 of [3]. 
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THEOREM 9. Every q-good triad has a fully expanded q-good fair 
detachment. 
ProoJ: Let (G, g, (E,, . . . . E,)) be a q-good triad. Since this triad is a 
q-good fair detachment of itself and has, by (4), no fair detachment of 
order exceeding g. v(G), we can select a q-good fair detachment 
(F, f, (E, > . . . . E,)) of (G, g, (E,, . ..> E,)) which maximises 1 V(F)/. If 
(F, L (E,, . . . . E,)) was not fully expanded, it would be expandable and so 
would by Lemma 7 have a q-good fair detachment of greater order, and 
this would, by Lemma 8, be a q-good fair detachment of (G, g, (E,, . . . . E,)), 
contradicting the maximality of 1 V(F)/. 
Proof of Theorem 6. The necessity of Conditions (Al)-(A5) is perhaps 
sufficiently obvious. To prove their sufficiency, assume (Al)-(A5). If 
c E V(G) and g(t) = 1 then [V< = @ by (A5). Therefore (G, g, (E,, . . . . E,)) 
is a triad. This triad is q-good by (A2) and (A3), and so has by Theorem 9 
a fully expanded q-good fair detachment (F, f, (E,, . . . . E,)). From the 
definitions of “fair detachment,” “ fully expanded,” and “q-good” it follows 
that 
(i) (F,f, (E,, . . . . E,)) is a triad, 
(ii) there exists a coalescence p of F onto G which satisfies (Dl), 
(D2), and (D3), 
(iii) f(0) = 1 for every 9 E V(F), 
(iv) F(E,) is 2-edge-connected for i= 1, . . . . q. 
If 8, 4 are distinct vertices of F then 
I~VFdl = lP(@ Vp(4)l/g(P(N, p(4)) < 1 
by (iii), (D3), (A4), and (A5), and so F has no multiple edges. Moreover F 
is loopless by (i) and (iii), and therefore it is simple. By (Dl) and (iii), F is 
a g-detachment of G. From (iii), (D2), and (Al) it follows that F(E,) is 
almost regular for i = 1, . . . . r. From this and (iv), it follows that (E,, . . . . E,) 
is a q-admissible almost regular r-edge-colouring of F. 
7. SPECIAL CASES 
Our next theorem shows that, in Theorem 6, we can drop condition (Al) 
if we also drop the requirement that our r-edge-colouring of a detachment 
of G be almost regular. 
THEOREM 10. Let G be a non-trivial graph and g be a function from 
V(G) into N and El, . . . . E, be disjoint subsets of E(G). Then G has a simple 
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g-detachment F such that F(E,), . . . . F(E,) are 2-edge-connected if and only if 
conditions (A2)-(A5) of Theorem 6 are satisfied. 
ProoJ: Take r = q + 1 and E, = E(G)\(E, u . u Ey). Then simply 
repeat the proof of Theorem 6 at the end of Section 6, omitting references 
to (Al) and omitting the last two sentences of the proof. 
Notation. The set of all even positive integers will be denoted by 2kJ. 
THEOREM 11. The following are necessary and sufficient conditions for an 
r-edge-colouring (E, , . . . . E,) of a non-empty graph G to be a Hamiltonian 
r-edge-colouring of some simple detachment of G: 
(i) G(E,) is connected for i = 1, . . . . r; 
(ii) u(t, E,)=v(& E,)= ... =v(t, E,)~2mj for every <E V(G); 
(iii) It% d 40 v(Y)/4r2f or every pair t, q of distinct vertices of G; 
(iv) l<V[l d v(<)(v(c) - 2r)/8r2 for every [ E V(G). 
Proof Suppose first that (E,, . . . . E,) is a Hamiltonian r-edge-colouring 
of a simple detachment F of G. Let p be a coalescence of F onto G. Let 
i6 (1, . . . . r}. Since F(Ei) is a Hamilton circuit of F, it follows that G(E,) is 
connected and 
v(t, Ei)= c VA& Ei)= c 2=2l~~‘(<)l 
eEP-v5) .@E.r’(5) 
for every 4 E V(G). This proves (i) and (ii), and also implies that v(S) = 
2rlp~‘(~)l for every 5 E I/(G). Since F is simple, 
ItVvl = I~-‘(51 V,~-‘(r)l 6 I~-‘(t)l IP-‘(Y)~ = 45) v(rW’ 
for every pair t, ye of distinct vertices of G and 
lW<l= IP-‘(s)vFP-%)1 d ( lpp~tIl) = (4,:‘r) 
for every i” E V(G), which proves (iii) and (iv). 
Now assume (i)-(iv). By (ii), there is a function g: V(G) + N such that 
g(r) = v([, E,)/2 = v(4)/2r for every t E V(G) and every iE (1, . . . . r}. By (iii) 
and (iv), this function g satisfies conditions (A4) and (A5). By (i) and (ii), 
each G(E,) is a connected graph in which all vertices have even valency, 
and is therefore 2-edge-connected. Therefore (A3) is true for q = r. 
Moreover (A2) is true for q = r since ~(5, Ei) = 2g(r) for al 5, i. Therefore 
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G has by Theorem 10 a simple g-detachment F such that F(E,), . . . . F(E,) 
are 2-edge-connected. Since F(Ei) is 2-edge-connected and 
IEil =k _ 2 V(5, Ei)=g. V(G)= I V(F)I, 
c t C’(G) 
it follows that F(E,) is a Hamilton circuit of F for i= 1, . . . . r, and so 
(E,, . . . . E,) is a Hamiltonian r-edge-colouring of F. 
Remark. We could also have deduced Theorem 11 from Theorem 6: in 
the above proof, it would only be necessary to add that v(& E,) = 2g( 4) 
ensures the truth of (Al) as well as (A2). 
The statement that a non-trivial graph G has a closed Euler trail is 
clearly equivalent to saying that some detachment of G is a circuit; and the 
closed Euler trail theorem says that this happens if G is connected and the 
valencies of its vertices are all even. This theorem has already been 
generalised in two different ways [6, Corollaries 3c and 8a] using the 
notion of a detachment, and Theorem 11 may be regarded as yet another 
such generalisation. If we take r = 1 in Theorem 11, then E, = E(G) and 
Theorem 11 gives necessary and sufficient conditions for (E(G)) to be a 
Hamiltonian 1-edge-colouring of some simple detachment of G, which 
(except in the trivial case in which IE(G)I 6 2) is equivalent to saying that 
some detachment of G is a circuit, i.e., G has a closed Euler trail. We leave 
it as a simple exercise to recover from Theorem 11, by taking r = 1, the 
statement that G has a closed Euler trail if it is connected and its vertices 
have even valencies. 
We show next that the main theorem of Hilton [3] can be obtained 
from Theorem 11 (which in turn is, as we have seen, essentially contained 
both in Theorem 6 and in Theorem 10). 
THEOREM 12 (Hilton 13, Theorem 11). Let (E,, . . . . E,) he au r-edge- 
colouring of a non-empty graph G and g he a function from V(G) into N. 
Then (E,, . . . . E,) is a Hamiltonian r-edge-colouring of some complete 
g-detachment of G if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) G(E,) is connected,for i= 1, . . . . r; 
(ii) v(t,E,)=v([,E?)= ... =u(t, E,)=2g(t)for every SE V(G); 
(iii) l<Vyl =g([) g(y) for every pair t, y of distinct vertices of G; 
(iv) li’V’51 = (gy)),for every i’ E V(G). 
Proof Suppose first that (E, , . . . . E,) is a Hamiltonian r-edge-colouring 
of some complete g-detachment F of G. Then there is a coalescence p of F 
onto G such that Ip ‘(l)l =g(<) for every (E V(G). As in the proof of 
Theorem 11, we see that (i) is true and that ~(5, E;) =2lp-‘(5)1 for all 
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j’ E V(G), in (1, . . . . Y}, which implies condition (ii) of the present theorem. 
Since F is complete, 
15b = IP-‘(s)vFP-l(~)I = IPP’(5)l IPP1(Y)l =dOdv) 
for every pair 4, ye of distinct vertices of G and 
iiJvr1= IP-1(I’PFP-1(5)l = (lPp;‘c’) = ($3) 
for every [E V(G), which proves (iii) and (iv). 
Now assume (i)-(iv). Then g(t) = u(5)/2r for each l E V(G) by (ii), and 
so conditions (i)-(iv) (of Theorem 12) ensure that G and (E,, . . . . E,) satisfy 
conditions (i)-(iv) of Theorem 11. Therefore (E,, . . . . E,) is a Hamiltonian 
v-edge-colouring of some simple detachment F of G. Let p be a coalescence 
of F onto G. If 5 E V(G) then 
s(5) = 45, El)/2 = c u,(k El)/2 = IP-‘(ol (16) 
@E.x’(O 
by (ii) and the fact that F(E,) is a Hamilton circuit of F. Therefore F is a 
g-detachment of G. Since p-‘(<)Vrp-l(n)= 5Vq for all 5, VE I/(G), it 
follows from (16), (iii), and (iv) that Ipp1(5)VFp-‘(n)l = Ip-‘(5)/ lp-‘(y)l 
for every two distinct vertices 5, y of G and Ip~l(S)VFp~l(<)l =(lr~$~‘l) 
for every < E I/(G), and so the simple graph F must be complete. 
DEFINITIONS. A non-empty connected graph P is a path if it is not a 
circuit and v,(t) < 2 for every 5 E V(P). In particular, a graph with one ver- 
tex and no edge is a path. The number of components of G will be denoted 
by c(G). The expression K, will denote an r-complete graph. 
Hilton [3] deduced Theorem 13 below from Theorem 12. We shall use 
the same method to deduce Theorem 14 below from Theorem 11. 
THEOREM 13 (Hilton [3, Theorem 21). Let m, n be integers such that 
0 < m <n and n is odd, and let (E,, . . . . E,,- ,),2) be a i(n - 1 )-edge-colouring 
of K,. Then (E,, . . . . E,,- 1),2) is the restriction to K, of some Hamiltonian 
$(n-l)- dg - I e e co ouring of an n-complete supergraph of K,,, tf and only tf 
c(K,,,(Ei)) d n - m and each component of K,(E,) is a path for 
i=l,2 ‘(n - 1). 7 ‘.., 2 
THEOREM 14. Let m, n be integers such that 0 < m < n, and let E,, . . . . E, 
be disjoint subsets of E(K,,,). Then an n-complete supergraph of K,,, has r 
edge-disjoint Hamilton circuits C,, . . . . C, such that E(C, n K,,,) = Ei for 
i = 1, . . . . r tf and only tf the following conditions are satisfied: 
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(i) each component of K,(E,) is a path for i = 1, . . . . r; 
(ii) IEJ >2m--n for i= 1, . . . . r; 
(iii) v(<, E, u ... uE,)>2r+m-nfor each 5~ V(K,); 
(iv) lE,u ... u E,I < r(2m -n) + (“y”). 
ProoJ: Suppose first that C,, . . . . C, exist in an n-complete supergraph 
K,, of K,. Then (i) holds because KJE,) is a proper subgraph of the circuit 
Cj. Let 
X= WJ\ I/(KJ, E; = XV,, V( K,), El’ = XVcl X. 
Since each element of V(K,) is incident with two elements of Ei u Ei and 
each edge in Ei or E: is incident with two or one elements of V(K,), 
respectively, it follows that 2m = 21 V( K,)I = 2/E,l + IElI; and a similar 
argument applied to X, El’, E( gives 
2(n-m)=21XI =21EI’I + IE;I = IEI’I + IE(C,)l - IE,l an- IEil, 
which proves (ii). These calculations also imply that 
lEjl =m-#E;/ =m-(n-m- IEl’I)=2m-n+ lE;‘l, 
whence, by summation on i, 
lE,u ... uE,I =r(2m-n)+ IE;‘u ... uE:‘I dr(2m-n)+ IXVXI, 
which proves (iv). If t E V(K,) then c is incident with 2r edges of 
c,u ..’ u C, and at most 1x1 = n -m of these can join r to elements of X. 
Therefore 5 is incident with at least 2r + m --n edges of 
(C,u ..’ u C,) n K,,,, which proves (iii). 
Now assume (i)-(iv). Let G be a graph obtained from K,(E, u . u E,) 
by adding one new vertex CI and a set ET u . u E,* of new edges, where 
the sets Ef, . . . . ET are disjoint and the elements of EF are 2 - ~(5, Ei) 
(a-edges for each < E V(K,) and n - 2m + lEil loops incident with c( (these 
numbers being non-negative by (i) and (ii), respectively). Let Di = Ei u ET 
for i = 1, . . . . r. We recall that notations such as v(t) and (Vq are interpreted 
in G unless otherwise indicated. 
Let iE { 1, . . . . r}. A component of K,,,(E,) has, by (i), two 1-valent vertices 
or one 0-valent vertex. Therefore two elements of V(H) Va belong to ET for 
each component H of K,(E,) and so G(D,) is connected. The definiton of 
EF ensures that v(& Di) = 2 for each e E V(K,) and that 
u(c(,Di)=u(cc, EF)= 1 (2-v(&E,))+2(n-2m+ lE,l) 
5 t U&n) 
= 2m - 21 EJ + 2(n - 2m + j Eil ) = 2(n - m). 
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Since this holds for i = 1 , . . . . r, it follows that II(() = 2r for each 5 E V(K,,,) 
and v(a) = 2r(n - m). Our construction of G ensures that I<Vtl = 0 = 
v(<)(v(<) - 2r)/8r2 for each 5: E V(K,) and 
15Vrl d I~VKJI = 1= NO u(vl)/4r2 
for every two distinct vertices <, y of Km and 
l(VcII= i: (2-u([,E,))=2r-v(4,E,u .‘. UE,) 
i=l 
for each { E V( K,) and 
laVcll=r(n-2m)+lE,u ... uE,l< “1” 
( > 
= u(ct)(u(@) - 2r)/8r2, 
where the two last-mentioned inequalities follow from (iii) and (iv). 
Therefore, by Theorem 11, (Or, . . . . D,) is a Hamiltonian r-edge-colouring 
of some simple detachment F of G. This implies that in F, all vertices have 
valency 2r. Let p be a coalescence of F onto G. If t E P’(G) then 
Therefore ip-‘(<)l = 1 for every <E V(K,) and Ip-‘(cc)1 = n -m and 
I T/(F)1 = c I~-‘(t)l =a 
5 E V(G) 
Therefore replacing the sole element of p --I( <) by 4 itself for each t E V(K,) 
converts F into a simple supergraph P” of K,(E, u ... u E,) with exactly n 
vertices; and E(F) = E(F) = E(G) = D, u . .. u D,. Since all elements of 
Ef u ... u Ef are incident with CI in G, it follows that each of them is 
incident in F with at least one element of p-‘(x) = V(F)\, V(K,), and so 
we can construct an n-complete graph K, such that V(P(,) = V(F) and 
both F’ and K,,, are subgraphs of K,. Since (D,, . . . . D,) is a Hamiltonian 
r-edge-colouring of F, it follows that F’(D,), . . . . F’(D,) are edge-disjoint 
Hamilton circuits of K,. Furthermore, E(F’(D,) n K,) = Di n E(K,) = Ej 
for i = 1, . . . . r. 
Theorem 14 answers a more general question than Theorem 13, but at 
the cost of requiring a more cumbersome set of necessary and sufficient 
conditions. We observe that, if (i) holds, then (ii) is equivalent to the 
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statement that c(K,,(Ei)) < II - m. Furthermore, the inequalities in (iii) and 
(iv) are true, as equalities, when n is odd and r = +(n - 1) and 
E,u ... u E,= E(K,). Therefore Theorem 13 can be recovered from 
Theorem 14 by specialising it to this case. 
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